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Chapter 1
General Description

o Motivation

The reason for the Universal Serial Bus (USB) comes from three considerations:

• Connection of the PC to the telephone: It is well understood that the
merge of computing and communication will be the basis for the next
generation of productivity applications. The USB provides a continuos link
that can be used across a wide range of PC-to-telephone interconnects.

• Ease-of-use: The combination of user-friendly graphical interfaces and the
hardware and  software mechanisms associated with new-generation bus
architectures have made computers easier to reconfigure. However, from
the end user’s point of view, the PC’s I/O interfaces, such as serial/parallel
ports, keyboard/mouse/joystick interfaces, etc., do not have plug-and-play.

• Port expansion  The addition of external peripherals continues to be
constrained by port availability. The lack of a bidirectional, low-cost, low-
to-mid speed peripheral bus has held back the creative proliferation of
peripherals such as telephone/fax/modem adapters, answering machines,
scanners, etc. The USB is the answer to connectivity for the PC
architecture. It is a fast, bi-directional, isochronous, low-cost, dynamically
attachable serial interface.

1.2 Goals for the Universal Serial Bus

The USB is specified to be an industry-standard extension to the PC architecture. The following
criteria were applied in defining the architecture for the USB:

- Ease-of-use for PC peripheral expansion
 - Low-cost solution that supports transfer rates up to 12Mb/s

- Full support for real-time data for voice, audio, and compressed video
- Integration in commodity device technology
- Comprehension of various PC configurations and form factors
- Enablement of new classes of devices that augment the PC’s capability.

o Feature List

The USB Specification provides attributes that can achieve multiple price/performance
integration point and can enable functions that allow differentiation at the system and component level.
Features are categorized by the following benefits:

Easy to use for end user
- Single model for cabling and connectors
- Electrical details isolated from end user 
- Self-identifying peripherals, automatic mapping of function to driver, and configuration
- Dynamically attachable and reconfigurable peripherals
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Wide range of workloads and applications
   - Suitable for device bandwidths ranging from a few kb/s to several Mb/s
  - Supports isochronous as well as asynchronous transfer types over the same set of wires
  - Supports concurrent operation of many devices (multiple connections)
  - Supports up to 127 physical devices
  - Supports transfer of multiple data and message streams between the host and devices

Flexibility
  - Supports a wide range of packet sizes, which allows a range of device buffering options
  - Allows a wide range of device data rates by accommodating packet buffer size and latencies
  - Flow control for buffer handling is built into the protocol

Robustness
  - Error handling/fault recovery mechanism is built into the protocol
  - Dynamic insertion and removal of devices is identified in user-perceived real-time
  - Supports identification of faulty devices

Low-cost implementation
  - Low-cost subchannel at 1.5Mb/s
  - Optimized for integration in peripheral and host hardware
  - Suitable for development of low-cost peripherals
  - Low-cost cables and connectors
  - Uses commodity technologies
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Chapter 2
Architectural Overview

2.1 USB System Description

The USB is a cable bus that supports data exchange between a host computer and a wide range of
simultaneously accessible peripherals. The attached peripherals share USB bandwidth through a
hostscheduled, token-based protocol. The bus allows peripherals to be attached, configured, used, and
detached while the host and other peripherals are in operation..

A USB system is described by three areas:
 - USB interconnect
 - USB devices
 - USB host.

The USB interconnect is the manner in which USB devices are connected to and communicate
with the host. This includes the following:

 - Bus Topology: Connection model between USB devices and the host.
 - Inter-layer Relationships: In terms of a capability stack, the USB tasks that are performed at

each layer in the system.
 - Data Flow Models: The manner in which data moves in the system over the USB between

producers and consumers.
 - USB Schedule: The USB provides a shared interconnect. Access to the interconnect is

scheduled in order to support isochronous data transfers and to eliminate arbitration overhead.

2.1.1 Bus Topology

The USB connects USB devices with the USB host. The USB physical interconnect is a tiered
star topology. A hub is at the center of each star. Each wire segment is a point-to-point connection
between the host and a hub or function, or a hub connected to another hub or function. Figure 1 illustrates
the topology of the USB.
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Figure 1. Bus Topology

There is only one host in any USB system. The USB interface to the host computer system is
referred to as the Host Controller. The Host Controller may be implemented in a combination of hardware,
firmware, or software. A root hub is integrated within the host system to provide one or more attachment
points.  

USB devices are one of the following:
 - Hubs, which provide additional attachment points to the USB
 - Functions, which provide capabilities to the system, such as an ISDN connection, a digital

joystick, or speakers.

2.2 Physical Interface

2.2.1 Electrical

The USB transfers signal and power over a four-wire cable, shown in Figure 2. The signaling
occurs over two wires on each point-to-point segment. There are two data rates:

 - The USB full-speed signaling bit rate is 12Mb/s.
 - A limited capability low-speed signaling mode is also defined at 1.5Mb/s.

Both modes can be supported in the same USB bus by automatic dynamic mode switching between
transfers. The low-speed mode is defined to support a limited number of low-bandwidth devices, such as
mice, because more general use would degrade bus utilization. The clock is transmitted, encoded along
with the differential data. A SYNC field precedes each packet to allow the
receiver(s) to synchronize their bit recovery clocks.

Figure 2.  USB cable

The cable also carries VBUS and GND wires on each segment to deliver power to devices. VBUS is
nominally +5V at the source. The USB allows cable segments of variable lengths, up to several meters,. In
order to provide guaranteed input voltage levels and proper termination impedance, biased terminations
are used at each end of the cable. The terminations also permit the detection of attach and detach at each
port and differentiate between full-speed and low-speed devices.
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2.3 Power

The specification covers two aspects of power:
 - Power distribution over the USB deals with the issues of how USB devices consume power

provided by the host over the USB.
 - Power management deals with how the USB System Software and devices fit into the host-

based power management system.

2.4 Bus Protocol

The Host Controller initiates all data transfers. All bus transactions involve the transmission of up
to three packets. Each transaction begins when the Host Controller, on a scheduled basis, sends a USB
packet describing the type and direction of transaction, the USB device address, and endpoint number.
This packet is referred to as the “token packet.” The USB device that is addressed selects itself by
decoding the appropriate address fields. In a given transaction, data is transferred either from the host to a
device or from a device to the host. The direction of data transfer is specified in the token packet. The
source of the transaction then sends a data packet or indicates it has no data to transfer. The destination, in
general, responds with a handshake packet indicating whether the transfer was successful.

2.5 Robustness

There are several attributes of the USB that contribute to its robustness:
 - Signal integrity using differential drivers, receivers, and shielding
 - CRC protection over control and data fields
 - Detection of attach and detach and system-level configuration of resources
 - Self-recovery in protocol, using timeouts for lost or corrupted packets
 - Flow control for streaming data to ensure isochrony and hardware buffer management
 - Data and control pipe constructs for ensuring independence from adverse interactions between

functions.

2.6 System Configuration

The USB supports USB devices attaching to and detaching from the USB at any time.
Consequently, system software must accommodate dynamic changes in the physical bus topology.

2.6.1 Attachment of USB Devices

All USB devices attach to the USB through ports on specialized USB devices known as hubs.
Hubs have status indicators that indicate the attachment or removal of a USB device on one of its ports.
The host queries the hub to retrieve these indicators. In the case of an attachment, the host enables the port
and addresses the USB device through the device’s control pipe at the default address.
The host assigns a unique USB address the to the device and then determines if the newly attached USB
device is a hub or a function. The host establishes its end of the control pipe for the USB device using the
assigned USB address and endpoint number zero. 

2.6.2 Removal of USB Devices

When a USB device has been removed from one of a hub’s ports, the hub disables the port and
provides an indication of device removal to the host. If the removed USB device is a hub, the USB System
Software must handle the removal of both the hub and of all of the USB devices that were previously
attached to the system through the hub.
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2.7 Data Flow Types

The USB supports functional data and control exchange between the USB host and a USB device
as a set of either uni-directional or bi-directional pipes. USB data transfers take place between host
software and a particular endpoint on a USB device. Such associations between the host software and a
USB device endpoint are called pipes. In general, data movement though one pipe is independent from the
data flow in any other pipe. A given USB device may have many pipes. 

The USB architecture comprehends four basic types of data transfers:
 - Control Transfers: Used to configure a device at attach time and can be used for other device-

specific purposes, including control of other pipes on the device.
 - Bulk Data Transfers: Generated or consumed in relatively large and bursty quantities and have

wide dynamic latitude in transmission constraints.
 - Interrupt Data Transfers: Used for characters or coordinates with human-perceptible echo or

feedback response characteristics.
 - Isochronous Data Transfers: Occupy a prenegotiated amount of USB bandwidth with a

prenegotiated delivery latency. (Also called streaming real time transfers).
A pipe supports only one of the types of transfers described above for any given device

configuration. 

2.8 USB Devices

USB devices are divided into device classes such as hub, locator, or text device. The hub device
class  indicates a specially designated USB device that provides additional USB attachment points. USB
devices are required to carry information for self-identification and generic configuration. They are also
required at all times to display behavior consistent with defined USB device states.

2.8.1 Device Characterizations

All USB devices are accessed by a USB address that is assigned when the device is attached and
enumerated. Each USB device additionally supports one or more pipes through which the host may
communicate with the device. All USB devices must support a specially designated pipe at endpoint zero
to which the USB device’s USB control pipe will be attached. All USB devices support a common
accesses mechanism for accessing information through this control pipe.

2.8.2 Device Descriptions

Two major divisions of device classes exist: hubs and functions. Only hubs have the ability to
provide additional USB attachment points. Functions provide additional capabilities to the host.

Hubs are a key element in the plug-and-play architecture of the USB. Figure 3 shows a typical
hub. Hubs serve to simplify USB connectivity from the user’s perspective and provide robustness at low
cost and complexity. Hubs are wiring concentrators and enable the multiple attachment characteristics of
the USB. Attachment points are referred to as ports. Each hub converts a single attachment point into
multiple attachment points. 

A hub consists of two portions: the Hub Controller and the Hub Repeater. The Hub Repeater is a
protocol-controlled switch between the upstream port and downstream ports. The Host Controller provides
the interface registers to allow communication to/from the host. 
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Figure 3. A Typical Hub

Figure 4 illustrates how hubs provide connectivity in a typical computer environment.

Figure 4. Hubs in a Desktop Computer Environment

A function is a USB device that is able to transmit or receive data or control information over the
bus. A function is typically implemented as a separate peripheral device with a cable that plugs into a port
on a hub. However, a physical package may implement multiple functions and an embedded hub with a
single USB cable. This is known as a compound device. A compound device appears to the host as a hub
with one or more non-removable USB devices. Each function contains configuration information that
describes its capabilities and resource requirements.

Examples of functions include the following:
 - A locator device such as a mouse, tablet, or light pen
 - An input device such as a keyboard
 - A telephony adapter such as ISDN.
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2.9 USB Host: Hardware and Software

The USB host interacts with USB devices through the Host Controller. The host is responsible for
the following:

 - Detecting the attachment and removal of USB devices
 - Managing control flow between the host and USB devices
 - Managing data flow between the host and USB devices
 - Collecting status and activity statistics
 - Providing power to attached USB devices.
The USB System Software on the host manages interactions between USB devices and host-

based device software. There are five areas of interactions between the USB System Software and device
software:

 - Device enumeration and configuration
 - Isochronous data transfers
 - Asynchronous data transfers
 - Power management
 - Device and bus management information.
Whenever possible, the USB System Software uses existing host system interfaces to manage the

above interactions.
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Chapter 3
USB Data Flow Model

This chapter presents information about how data is moved across the USB. The information in
this chapter affects all implementers. The information presented is at a level above the signaling and
protocol definitions of the system.. 

3.1 Implementer Viewpoints

The USB provides communication services between a host and attached USB devices. Different
views of the system are required to explain specific USB requirements from the perspective of different
implementers. 

In particular, there are four main implementation areas:
 - USB Physical Device: A piece of hardware on the end of a USB cable that performs some

useful end user function.
 - Client Software: Software that executes on the host, corresponding to a USB device. This client

software is typically supplied with the operating system or provided along with the USB device.
 - USB System Software: Software that supports the USB in a particular operating system. The

USB System Software is typically supplied with the operating system, independently of particular USB
devices or client software.

 - USB Host Controller (Host Side Bus Interface): The hardware and software that allows USB
devices to be attached to a host. There are shared rights and responsibilities between the four USB system
components. 

Figure 5. USB Implementation Areas
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As shown in Figure 5, the simple connection of a host to a device requires interaction between a
number of layers and entities. The USB Bus Interface layer provides physical/signaling/packet
connectivity between the host and a device. The USB Device Layer is the view the USB System Software
has for performing generic USB operations with a device. The Function Layer provides additional
capabilities to the host via an appropriate matched client software layer. The USB Device and Function
layers each have a view of logical communication within their layer that actually uses the USB Bus
Interface Layer to accomplish data transfer.

To describe and manage USB communication, the following concepts are important:
 - Bus Topology;
 - Communication Flow Models;
 - Bus Access Management;
 - Special Consideration for Isochronous Transfers; 

3.2 Bus Topology

There are four main parts to USB topology:
 - Host and Devices: The primary components of a USB system.
 - Physical Topology: How USB elements are connected.
 - Logical Topology: The roles and responsibilities of the various USB elements and how the

USB appears from the perspective of the host and a device.
 - Client Software-to-function Relationships: How client software and its related function

interfaces on a USB device view each other.

3.3 Bus Access for Transfers
Accomplishing any data transfer between the host and a USB device requires some use of the

USB bandwidth. Supporting a wide variety of isochronous and asynchronous devices requires that each
device’s transfer requirements are accommodated. The process of assigning bus bandwidth to devices is
called transfer management. There are several entities on the host that coordinate the information flowing
over the USB: client software, the USB Driver (USBD), and the Host Controller Driver (HCD).

Implementers of these entities need to know the key concepts related to bus access:
 - Transfer Management: The entities and the objects that support communication flow over the

USB.
 - Transaction Tracking: The USB mechanisms that are used to track transactions as they move

through the USB system.
 - Bus Time: The time it takes to move a packet of information over the bus.
 - Device/Software Buffer Size: The space required to support a bus transaction.
 - Bus Bandwidth Reclamation: Conditions where bandwidth that was allocated to other transfers

but was not used and can now be possibly reused by control and bulk transfers. 
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Chapter 4
Mechanical Part

4.1 Architectural Overview

The USB physical topology consists of connecting the downstream hub port to the upstream port
of another  hub or to a device. The USB can operate at two speeds. Full-speed, 12 Mb/s, requires the use of
a shielded cable with two power conductors and twisted pair signal conductors. Low-speed, 1.5 Mb/s,
relaxes the cable requirement. Low-speed cable does not require shielding or twisted pair signal
conductors. The connectors are designed to be hot plugged. The USB Icon on the plugs provides tactile
feedback making it easy to obtain proper orientation.

4.2 Keyed Connector Protocol

To minimize end user termination problems, USB uses a “keyed connector” protocol. The
physical difference in the Series “A” and “B” connectors insure proper end user connectivity. The “A”
connector is the principle means of connecting USB devices. All USB devices must have an “A”
connector. The “B” connector allows device vendors to provide a standard detachable cable. This
facilitates end user cable replacement. Figure 6 illustrates the keyed connector protocol.

Figure 6. Keyed Connector Protocol

This is how the plugs and receptacles can be mated:
 - Series “A” receptacle mates with a Series “A” plug. Electrically, Series “A” receptacles

function as outputs from host systems and/or hubs.
 - Series “A” plug mates with a Series “A” receptacle. The Series “A” plug always is oriented

towards the host system.
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 - Series “B” receptacle mates with a Series “B” plug (male). Electrically, Series “B” receptacles
function as inputs to hubs or devices.

 - Series “B” plug mates with a Series “B” receptacle. The Series “B” plug is always oriented
towards the USB hub or device.

4.3 Cable

USB cable consists of four conductors, two power conductors and two signal conductors.
Full-speed cable consists of a signaling twisted pair, VBUS, GND, and an overall shield. Full-speed cable
must be marked to indicate suitability for USB usage . Full-speed cable may be used
with either Low-speed or Full-speed devices. When Full-speed cable is used with Low-speed devices, the
cable must meet all Low-speed requirements. Low-speed cable does not require twisted signaling
conductors or the overall shield.

4.4 USB Icon

The USB Icon is used to identify USB plugs and the receptacles. Figure 7 illustrates the USB
Icon.

Figure 7. USB Icon

The USB Icon is embossed, in a recessed area, on the topside of the USB plug. This provides
easy user recognition and facilitates alignment during the mating process. The USB Icon is required, while
the Manufacture’s logo is recommended, for both Series “A” and “B” plug assemblies. The USB Icon is
also located adjacent to each receptacle. Receptacles should be oriented to allow the Icon on the plug to be
visible during the mating process. Figure 8 illustrates the typical plug orientation.
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Figure 8. Typical USB Plug Orientation
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Chapter 5
Electrical

This chapter describes the electrical specification for the USB. It contains signaling, power
distribution, and physical layer specifications.

o USB Driver Characteristics

The USB uses a differential output driver to drive the USB data signal onto the USB cable. The
staticoutput swing of the driver in its low state must be between VOL (max) of 0.3V with a 1.5k_ load to
3.6V and the VOH (min) of 2.8V with a 15k_ load to ground as listed in Table 7-5.The output swings
between the differential high and low state must be well-balanced to minimize signal skew.
It is recommended that these DC and AC stresses be used as qualification criteria against which the long-
termreliability of each device is evaluated.

Figure 9. Maximum Input Waveforms for USB Signaling 

A USB device must be able to withstand a continuous short circuit of D+ and D- to VBUS, GND,
other dataline, or the cable shield at the connector. The device must not be damaged when presented with a
driving, signal that provides a duty cycle of 50% transmit and 50% receive. The transmit phase consists of
a symmetrical signal that toggles between drive high and drive low. This requirement must be met for max
value of VBUS.

There are two types of driver characteristics: FULL – speed (12Mb/s) Driver Characteristics and
Low-speed(1,5M/s) Driver Characteristics. A full – speed USB connection is made through a shielded,
twisted pair cable  with a characteristic impedance  of 90?±15% and a one-way delay of 26ns. The
impedance of each of the  drivers (ZDRV) must be between 28 ? and 44 ?. A low-speed device must have a
captive cable with the Series A connector on the plug end. The combination of the cable and the device
must have a single-ended capacitance of no less than 200pF and no more than 450pF on the D+ or D-
lines. The propagation delay (TLSCBL) of a low-speed cable must be less than 18ns. 

• Global Suspend
Global suspend  is used when no communication is desired anywhere on the bus and the entire

bus is placed in the Suspend state.

• Selective  Suspend
Segments of the bus can be selectively suspended by sending the command SetPortFeature

(PORT_SUSPEND) to the hub port to which that segment is attached.
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• Data Encoding/Decoding

The USB employs NRZI data encoding when transmitting packets. In NRZI encoding, a “1” is
represented by no change in level and a “0” is represented by a change in level. Figure 7-21 shows a data
stream and the NRZI equivalent. The high level represents the J state on the data lines in this and
subsequent figures showing NRZI encoding. A string of zeros causes the NRZI data to toggle each bit
time. A string of ones causes long periods with no transitions in the data. 

Figure 10. NRZI Data Encoding

5.2Classes of Devices

The concept of a unit load : a unit load is defined to be 100mA. A device may be either low-
power at one unit load or high-power, consuming up to five unit loads. The USB supports a range of
power sourcing and power consuming agents; these include the following:

• Root port hubs: Are directly attached to the USB Host Controller. Hub power is derived
from the same source as the Host Controller.

• Bus-powered hubs: Bus-powered hubs may only draw up to one unit load upon power-
up,

      and five unit loads after configuration. External ports in a bus-powered hub can supply only one
       unit load per port regardless of the current draw on the other ports of that hub. 

• Self-powered hubs: Power for the internal functions and downstream ports does not
come from VBUS.However, the USB interface of the hub may draw up to one unit load
from its upstream VBUS to allow the interface to function when the remainder of the hub
is powered down. Hubs that obtain opera power externally(from the USB) must supply
five unit loads to each port.

• Low-power bus-powered functions: All power to these devices comes from VBUS.
They may 

     draw no more than one unit load at any time.  ( ex. Mouse)

• High-power bus-powered functions: All power to these devices comes from VBUS.
They must draw no more than one unit load upon power-up and may draw to five unit
loads after being configured.

• Self-powered functions: May draw up to one unit load from VBUS to allow the USB
interface to

      function when the remainder of the function is powered down. All other power comes from an
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       external (to the USB) source.

o Dynamic Attach and Detach

The act of plugging or unplugging a hub or function must not affect the functionality of another
device on  other segments of the network. Unplugging a function will stop the transaction between that
function and  the host. However, the hub to which this function was attached will recover from this
condition and will alert the host that the port has been disconnected.

• Inrush Current Limiting

When a function or hub is plugged into the network, it has a certain amount of on-board
capacitance  between VBUS and ground. In addition, the regulator on the device may supply current to its
output bypass  capacitance and to the function as soon as power is applied. Consequently, if no measures
are taken to prevent it, there could be a surge of current into the device which might pull the VBUS on the
hub below its minimum operating level. Inrush currents can also occur when a high-power function is
switched into its high-power mode. This problem must be solved by limiting the inrush current and by
providing sufficient capacitance in each hub to prevent the power supplied to the other ports from going
out of tolerance. An additional motivation for limiting inrush current is to minimize contact arcing, thereby
prolonging connector contact life.

• Dynamic Detach

When a device is detached from the network with power flowing in the cable, the inductance of
the cable will cause a large flyback voltage to occur on the open end of the device cable. This flyback
voltage is not destructive. Proper bypass measures on the hub ports will suppress any coupled noise. The
frequency range of this noise is inversely dependent on the length of the cable, to a maximum of 60MHz
for a one-meter cable. This will require some low capacitance, very low inductance bypass capacitors on
each hub port connector. The flyback voltage and the noise it creates is also moderated by the bypass
capacitance on the device end of the cable. Also, there must be some minimum capacitance on the device
end of the cable to ensure that the inductive flyback  on the open end of the cable does not cause the
voltage on the device end to reverse polarity.

18
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Chapter 6
    Protocol Layer

This chapter presents a bottom-up view of the USB protocol.

6.1 Bit Ordering

Bits are sent out onto the LSB first, followed by the next LSB, through to the MSB. In the
following diagrams, packets are displayed such that both individual bits and fields are represented (in a left
to right reading order) as they would move across the bus.

6.2 SYNC  Field

All packets begin with a synchronization (SYNC) field, which is a coded sequence that generates
a maximum edge transition density. The SYNC field appears on the bus as IDLE followed by the binary
string “KJKJKJKK,” in its NRZI encoding. It is used by the input circuitry to align incoming data with the
local clock and is defined to be eight bits in length. SYNC serves only as a synchronization mechanism
and is not shown in the following packet diagrams. The last two bits in the SYNC field are a marker that is
used to identify the end of the SYNC field and, by inference, the start of the PID.

Figure 11. Sync Pattern

6.3 Packet Field Formats

Packet bit definitions are displayed in unencoded data format. The effects of NRZI coding and bit
stuffing have been removed for the sake of clarity. All packets have distinct Start- and End-of-Packet
delimiters. The Start-of-Packet (SOP) delimeter is part of the SYNC field.

6.3.1Packet  Identifier Field

A packet identifier (PID) immediately follows the SYNC field of every USB packet. A PID
consists of a four-bit packet type field followed by a four-bit check field as shown in Figure 8-1. The PID
indicates the type of packet and, by inference, the format of the packet and the type of error detection
applied to the packet. The four-bit check field of the PID ensures reliable decoding of the PID so that the
remainder of the packet is interpreted correctly. The PID check field is generated by performing a one’s
complement of the packet type field. A PID error exists if the four PID check bits are not complements of
their respective packet identifier bits.

 Figure 12. PID Format
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The host and all the functions must perform a complete decoding of all received PID fields. Any
PID received with a failed check field or which decodes to a non-defined value is assumed to be corrupted
and it, as well as the remainder of the packet, is ignored by the packet receiver. If a function receives an
otherwise valid PID for a transaction type or direction that it does not support, the function must not
respond. PID types, coding and description are listed in Table 13. 

Figura 13. PID Types

6.3.2.1Address Field

The function  address(ADDR) field specifies the function, via its address, that is either the source
or destination of a data packet, depending on the value of the token PID.  The ADDR field is specified for
IN, SETUP and OUT tokens. Function address zero is reserved as the default address and may not be
assigned to any other use.

                                 
Figura 14. ADDR Field

6.3.2.2Endpoint Field
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An additional four-bit endpoint (ENDP) field, shown in Figure 8-3 permits more flexible
addressing of functions in which more than one endpoint is required. Except for endpoint address zero,
endpoint numbers are function-specific. The endpoint field is defined for IN, SETUP, and OUT token
PIDs only. All functions must support a control pipe at endpoint number zero (the Default Control Pipe). 

                                               
Figure 15. Endpoint Field

6.3.3Frame Number Field

The frame number field is an 11-bit field that is incremented by the host on a per-frame basis.
The frame number field rolls over upon reaching its maximum value of 7FFH, and is sent only in SOF
tokens at the start of each frame.

6.3.4Data Field

The data field may range from zero to 1,023 bytes and must be an integral number of bytes.
Figure 8-4  shows the format for multiple bytes. Data bits within each byte are shifted out LSb first.

Figura 16. Data Field Format  

6.3.5Cyclic Redundancy Checks

Cyclic redundancy checks (CRCs) are used to protect all non-PID fields in token and data
packets. In this context, these fields are considered to be protected fields. The PID is not included in the
CRC check of a packet containing a CRC. All CRCs are generated over their respective fields in the
transmitter before bit stuffing is performed. Similarly, CRCs are decoded in the receiver after stuffed bits
have been removed. Token and data packet CRCs provide 100% coverage for all single- and double-bit
errors. A failed CRC is considered to indicate that one or more of the protected fields is corrupted and
causes the receiver to ignore those fields, and, in most cases, the entire packet.

6.3.5.1Token CRCs

A five-bit CRC field is provided for tokens and covers the ADDR and ENDP fields of IN,
SETUP, and  OUT tokens or the time stamp field of an SOF token. The generator polynomial is:

                                           

The binary bit pattern that represents this polynomial is 00101B. If all token bits are received
without error, the five-bit residual at the receiver will be 01100B.

6.3.5.2Data CRCs
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The data CRC is a 16-bit polynomial applied over the data field of a data packet. The generating
polynomial is:

                                         

The binary bit pattern that represents this polynomial is 1000000000000101B. If all data and
CRC bits are received without error, the 16-bit residual will be 1000000000001101B.

6.4 Packet Formats

6.4.1Token Packets

A token consists of a PID, specifying either IN,OUT, or SETUP packet type; and ADDR and
ENDP fields. For OUT and SETUP transactions, the address and endpoint fields uniquely identify the
endpoint that will receive the subsequent Data packet. For IN transactions, these fields uniquely identify
which endpoint should transmit a Data packet. IN PIDs define a Data transaction from a function to the
host. OUT and SETUP PIDs define Data transactions from the host to a function.

                                                          Figura 17. Token Format 

The CRC does not cover the PID, which has its own check field. If a packet decodes as an
otherwise valid token or SOF but does not terminate with an EOP after three bytes, it must be considered
invalid and ignored by the receiver.

6.4.2Start-of-Frame Packets

Start-of-Frame (SOF) packets are issued by the host at a nominal rate of once every 1.00ms
±0.0005ms. SOF packets consist of a PID indicating packet type followed by an 11-bit frame number field
:

                           
Figure 18. SOF Packet

 
A function is informed that an SOF has occurred when it detects the SOF PID. 

6.4.3Data Packets

A data packet consists of a PID, a data field containing zero or more bytes of data, and a CRC as
shown in Figure 8-7. There are two types of data packets, identified by differing PIDs: DATA0 and
DATA1.
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                            Figure 19. Data Packet Format 

Data must always be sent in integral numbers of bytes. The data CRC is computed over only the
data field in the packet and does not include the PID, which has its own check field.

6.4.4Handshake Packets

Handshake packets consist of only a PID. Handshake packets are used to report the status of a
data transaction and can return values indicating successful reception of data, command
acceptance or rejection, flow control, and halt conditions. Only transaction types that support flow control
can return handshakes. Handshake packets are delimited by an EOP after one byteof packet field. If a
packet decodes as an otherwise valid handshake but does not terminate with an EOP after one byte, it must
be considered invalid and ignored by the receiver.

Figure  20. Handshake Packet

Types of handshake packets:

• ACK indicates that the data packet was received without bit stuff or CRC errors over the
data field and that the data PID was received correctly. ACK may be issued either when
sequence bits match and the receiver can accept data or when sequence bits mismatch
and the sender and receiver must resynchronize to each other. An ACK handshake is
applicable only in transactions in which data has been transmited and where a handshake
is expected. ACK can be returned by the host for IN transactions and by a function for
OUT or SETUP transactions.

• NAK indicates that a function was unable to accept data from the host (OUT) or that a
function has no data to transmit to the host (IN). NAK can only be returned by functions
in the data phase of IN transactions or the handshake phase of OUT transactions. NAK is
used for flow control purposes to indicate that a function is temporarily unable to
transmit or receive data.

• STALL is returned by a function in response to an IN token or after the data phase of an
OUT transaction. STALL indicates that a function is unable to transmit or receive data,
or that a control pipe request is not supported. The host is not permitted to return a
STALL under any condition.

The STALL handshake is used by a device in one of two distinct occasions.: “functional stall,
” is when the Halt feature associated the endpoint is set and   “protocol stall” which is unique
to control pipes.

      6.4.5Handshake Responses

Not all handshakes are allowed, depending on the transaction type and whether the handshake is
being issued by a function or the host. Note that if an error occurs during the transmission of the token to
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the function, the function will not respond with any packets until the next token is received and
successfully decoded.

6.4.5.1 Function Response to IN Transaction

 If the function is unable to send data, due to a halt or a flow control condition, it issues a STALL
or NAK handshake,respectively. If the function is able to issue data, it does so. If the received token is
corrupted, the function returns no response.

6.4.5.2Host Response to IN Transactions

The host is able to return only one type of handshake: ACK. If the host receives a corrupted data
packet, it discards the data and issues no response. If the host cannot accept data from a function, (due to
problems such as internal buffer overrun) this condition is considered to be an error and the host returns no
response. If the host is able to accept data and the data packet is received error-free, the host accepts the
data and issues an ACK handshake.

6.4.5.3Function Response to an OUT Transaction

Assuming successful token decode, a function, upon receiving a data packet, may return any one
of the three handshake types. If the data packet was corrupted, the function returns no handshake. If the
data packet was received error-free and the function’s receiving endpoint is halted, the function returns
STALL. If the transaction is maintaining sequence bit synchronization and a mismatch is detected , then
the function returns ACK and discards the data. If the function can accept the data and has received the
data error-free, it returns ACK. If the function cannot accept the data packet due to flow control reasons, it
returns NAK.

6.4.5.4Function Response to a SETUP Transaction

SETUP defines a special type of host-to-function data transaction that permits the host to
initialize an endpoint’s synchronization bits to those of the host. Upon receiving a SETUP token, a
function must accept the data. A function may not respond to a SETUP token with either STALL or NAK
and the receiving function must accept the data packet that follows the SETUP token. If a non-control
endpoint receives a SETUP token, it must ignore the transaction and return no response.

6.5Transaction Formats

Packet transaction format varies depending on the endpoint type. There are four endpoint types:
bulk,control, interrupt, and isochronous.

6.5.1Bulk Transactions

Bulk transaction types are characterized by the ability to guarantee error-free delivery of data
between the host and a function by means of error detection and retry. Bulk transactions use a three-phase
transaction consisting of token, data, and handshake packets.
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Figure 21. Bulk Transaction Format

When the host is ready to receive bulk data, it issues an IN token. The function endpoint responds
by returning either a data packet or, should it be unable to return data, a NAK or STALL handshake. NAK
indicates that the function is temporarily unable to return data, while STALL indicates that the endpoint is
permanently halted and requires USB System Software intervention. If the host receives a valid data
packet, it responds with an ACK handshake. If the host detects an error while receiving data, it returns no
handshake packet to the function.

When the host is ready to transmit bulk data, it first issues an OUT token packet followed by a
data packet. If the data is received without error by the function it will return one of three handshakes:

• ACK indicates that the data packet was received without errors and informs the host that
that it may

send the next packet in the sequence

•  NAK indicates that the data was received without error but that the host should resend
the data because the function was in a temporary condition preventing it from accepting
the data ( buffer full).

• If the endpoint was halted, STALL is returned to indicate that the host should not retry
the

                transmission because there is an error condition on the function.

If the data packet was received with a CRC or bit stuff error, no handshake is returned.

6.5.2Control Transfers

Control transfers minimally have two transaction stages: Setup and Status. A control transfer may
optionally contain a Data stage between the Setup and Status stages. During the Setup stage, a SETUP
transaction is used to transmit information to the control endpoint of a function. A SETUP always uses a
DATA0 PID for the data field of the SETUP transaction. The function receiving a SETUP must accept the
SETUP data and respond with ACK, if the data is corrupted, discard the data and return no handshake.
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Figure 22. Control SETUP Transaction

6.5.2.1Variable-length Data Stage

A control pipe may have a variable-length data phase in which the host request more data than is
contained  in the specified data structure. When all of the data structure is returned to the host, the function
should indicate that the Data stage is ended by returning a packet that is shorter than the MaxPacketSize
for the pipe. If the data structure is an exact multiple of wMaxPacketSize for the pipe, the funtion will
return a zero-length packet to indicate the end of the Data stage.

6.5.2.2Error Handling on the Last Data Transaction

If the ACK handshake on an IN transaction is corrupted, the function and the host will
temporarily disagree on whether the transaction was successful. If the transaction is followed by another
IN, the toggle retry mechanism will detect the mismatch and recover from the error. If the ACK was on the
last IN of a Data stage, the toggle retry mechanism cannot be used and an alternative scheme must be used.
The host that successfully received the data of the last IN will send ACK., Later, the host will issue an
OUT token to start the Status stage of the transfer. If the function did not receive the ACK that ended the
Data stage, the function will interpret the start of the Status stage as verification that the host successfully
received the data. Control writes do not have this ambiguity. If an ACK handshake on an OUT gets
corrupted, the host does not advance to the Status stage and retries the last data instead. 

6.5.3Interrupt Transactions

Interrupt transactions may consist of IN or OUT transfers. Upon receipt of an IN token, a function
may return data, NAK, or STALL. If the endpoint has no new interrupt information to return (i.e., no
interrupt is pending), the function returns a NAK handshake during the data phase. If the Halt feature is set
for the interrupt endpoint, the function will return a STALL handshake. If an interrupt is pending, the
function returns the interrupt information as a data packet. The host, in response to receipt of the data
packet, issues either an ACK handshake if data was received error-free or returns no handshake if the data
packet was received corrupted.
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Figure 23. Interrupt Transaction Format

6.5.4Isochronous Transactions

Isochronous (ISO) transactions have a token and data phase, but no handshake phase, as shown in
Figure 8-14. The host issues either an IN or an OUT token followed by the data phase in which the
endpoint (for INs) or the host (for OUTs) transmits data. ISO transactions do not support a handshake
phase or retry capability.

                               
Figure 24. Isochronous Transaction Format

6.6Data Toggle Synchronization and Retry

The USB provides a mechanism to guarantee data sequence synchronization between data
transmitter and receiver across multiple transactions. This mechanism provides a means of guaranteeing
that the handshake phase of a transaction was interpreted correctly by both the transmitter and receiver.
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Synchronization is achieved via use of the DATA0 and DATA1 PIDs and separate data toggle
sequence bits for the data transmitter and receiver. Receiver sequence bits toggle only when the receiver is
able to accept data and receives an error-free data packet with the correct data PID. Transmitter sequence
bits toggle only when the data transmitter receives a valid ACK handshake. The data transmitter and
receiver must have their sequence bits synchronized at the start of a transaction. The synchronization
mechanism used varies with the transaction type. Data toggle synchronization is not supported for ISO
transfers.

6.6.1Successful Data Transactions

During each transaction, the receiver compares the transmitter sequence bit (encoded in the data
packet PID as either DATA0 or DATA1) with its receiver sequence bit. If data cannot be accepted, the
receiver must issue NAK and the sequence bits of both the transmitter and receiver remain unchanged. If
data can be accepted and the receiver’s sequence bit matches the PID sequence bit, then data is accepted
and the sequence bit is toggled. Two-phase transactions in which there is no data packet leave the
transmitter and receiver sequence bits unchanged.

6.6.2Data Corrupted or Not Accepted

If data cannot be accepted or the received data packet is corrupted, the receiver will issue a NAK
or STALL handshake, or timeout, depending on the circumstances, and the receiver will not toggle its
sequence bit. Any non-ACK handshake or timeout will generate similar retry behavior. The transmitter,
having not received an ACK handshake, will not toggle its sequence bit. As a result, a failed data packet
transaction leaves the transmitter’s and receiver’s sequence bits synchronized and untoggled. The
transaction will then be retriedand, if successful, will cause both transmitter and receiver sequence bits to
toggle.

6.6.3Corrupted ACK Handshake

The transmitter is the last and only agent to know for sure whether a transaction has been
successful, due to its receiving an ACK handshake. A lost or corrupted ACK handshake can lead to a
temporary loss of synchronization between transmitter and receiver. 

6.6.4Packet Error Categories

The USB employs three error detection mechanisms: bit stuff violations, PID check bits, and
CRCs. Bit stuff violations are defined in Section 7.1.9. PID errors are defined in Section 8.3.1. CRC errors
are defined in Section 8.3.5.

Figure 25. Packet Error Types
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Chapter 7
USB Device Framework

A USB device may be divided into three  layers:

• The bottom layer is a bus interface that transmits and receives packets.
• The middle layer handles routing data between the bus interface and various endpoints on

the device. An endpoint is the ultimate consumer or provider of data. It may be thought of as
a source or sink for data

• The top layer is the functionality provided by the serial bus device; for instance, a mouse or
ISDN interface.

A USB device has several possible states. Some of these states are visible to the USB and the host, while
others are internal to the USB device.
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Fig. 26 Device State Datagram
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Attached Powered Default Address Configured Suspended State
No - - - - - Device is not attached to

the USB. Other attributes
are not significant.

Yes No - - - - Device is attached to the
USB, but is not powered.
Other attributes are not

significant.
Yes Yes No - - - Device is attached to the

USB and powered, but
has not been reset.

Yes Yes Yes No - - Device is attached to the
USB and powered and
has been reset, but has

not been assigned a
unique address. Device
responds at the default

address.
Yes Yes Yes Yes No - Device is attached to the

USB, powered, has been
reset, and a unique

device address has been
assigned. Device is not

configured.
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Device is attached to the

USB, powered, has been
reset, has a unique

address, is configured,
and is not suspended. The

host may now use the
function provided by the

device.
Yes Yes - - - Yes Device is, at minimum,

Attached to the USB and
is powered and has not
seen bus activity for 3
ms. It may also have a
unique address and be

configured for use.
However, because the

device is suspended, the
host may not use the

device’s function.

Tabel 1. Visible Device States

Descripti on of the Visibile Device States.

• Attached

A USB device may be attached or detached from the USB.
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• Powered

USB devices may obtain power from an external source and/or from the USB through the hub to
which they are attached. Externally powered USB devices are termed self-powered. 
Although self-powered devices may already be powered before they are attached to the USB, they are not
considered to be in the. Powered state until they are attached to the USB and VBUS is applied to the
device.

• Default

After  the device has been powered,  it  must  not  respond to any bus transactions  until  it  has
received a reset from the bus. After receiving a reset, the device is then addressable at the default address.

• Address

All USB devices use the default address when initially powered or after the device has been reset.
Each USB device is assigned a unique address by the host after attachment or after reset. A USB device
maintains its assigned address while suspended.

A USB device responds to requests on its default pipe whether the device is currently assigned a
unique address or is using the default address.

• Configured

Before a USB device’s function may be used, the device must be configured. From the device’s
perspective,  configuration  involves  writing  a  non-zero  value  to  the  device  configuration  register.
Configuring a device or changing an alternate setting causes all of the status and configuration values
associated with endpoints in the affected interfaces to be set to their default values. This includes setting
the data toggle of any endpoint using data toggles to the value DATA0.

• Suspended

In  order  to  conserve power,  USB devices  automatically  enter  the  Suspended  state  when the
device has observed no bus traffic for a specified period .When suspended, the USB device maintains any
internal status, including its address and configuration.

A USB device exits suspend mode when there is bus activity. A USB device may also request the
host to exit suspend mode or selective suspend by using electrical signaling to indicate remote wakeup.
The ability of a device to signal remote wakeup is optional. If a USB device is capable of remote wakeup
signaling, the device must support the ability of the host to enable and disable this capability. When the
device is reset, remote wakeup signaling must be disabled.

7.1BUS  ENUMERATION

When a USB device is attached to or removed from the USB, the host uses a process known as
bus enumeration to  identify  and  manage  the device  state  changes  necessary.  When a  USB device  is
attached to a powered port, the following actions are taken:

1. The hub to which the USB device is now attached informs the host of the event via a reply on
its status change pipe At this point, the USB device is in the Powered state and the port to which it is
attached is disabled.

2. The host determines the exact nature of the change by querying the hub.
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3. Now that the host knows the port to which the new device has been attached, the host then
waits for at least 100 ms to allow completion of an insertion process and for power at the device to become
stable. The host then issues a port enable and reset command to that port. 

4. The hub maintains the reset signal to that port for 10 ms. When the reset signal is released, the
port has been enabled. The USB device is now in the Default state and can draw no more than 100mA
from VBUS. All of its registers and state have been reset and it answers to the default address. 

5. The host assigns a unique address to the USB device, moving the device to the Address state.

6. Before the USB device receives a unique address, its Default Control Pipe is still accessible via
the default address. The host reads the device descriptor to determine what actual maximum data payload
size this USB device’s default pipe can use.

7. The host reads the configuration information from the device by reading each configuration
zero to  n-1,  where  n  is  the number  of  configurations.  This  process may take several  milliseconds to
complete.

8. Based on the configuration information and how the USB device will be used, the host assigns
a configuration value to the device. The device is now in the Configured state and all of the endpoints in
this  configuration have taken  on their  described characteristics.  The USB device  may now draw the
amount of VBUS power described in its descriptor for the selected configuration. From the device’s point
of view it is now ready for use.

When the USB device is removed, the hub again sends a notification to the host. Detaching a
device disables the port to which it had been attached. Upon receiving the detach notification, the host will
update its local topological information.

7.2GENERIC  USB DEVICE OPERATIONS

All USB devices support a common set of operations. This section describes those operations.

• Dynamic Attachment and Removal

USB devices may be attached and removed at any time. The hub that provides the attachment
point or port is responsible for reporting any change in the state of the port.

When a device is removed from a hub port,  the hub disables the port  where the device was
attached and notifies the host of the removal

• Address Assignment

When a USB device is attached, the host is responsible for assigning a unique address to the
device. This is done after the device has been reset by the host and the hub port where the device is
attached has been enabled.

• Configuration

A USB device must be configured before its function(s) may be used. The host is responsible for
configuring a USB device. The host typically requests configuration information from the USB device to
determine the device’s capabilities.

• Data Transfer
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Data may be transferred between a  USB device endpoint  and the host  in one  of  four  ways.
However, once an alternate setting is selected (including the default setting of an interface), a USB device
endpoint uses only one data transfer method until a different alternate setting is selected.

• Power Management

• Power Budgeting

USB bus power is a limited resource. During device enumeration, a host evaluates a device's
power requirements. If the power requirements of a particular configuration exceed the power available to
the device, Host software shall not select that configuration. 

Depending on the power capabilities of the port to which the device is attached, a USB device
may be able to draw up to five unit loads from VBUS after configuration.

• Remote Wakeup

Remote wakeup allows a suspended USB device to signal a host that may also be suspended. This
notifies the host that it should resume from its suspended mode, if necessary, and service the external
event that triggered the suspended USB device to signal the host. A USB device reports its ability to
support remote wakeup in a configuration descriptor. If a device supports remote wakeup, it must also
allow the capability to be enabled and disabled using the standard USB requests.

• Request Processing

With the exception of SetAddress() requests, a device may begin processing of a request as soon
as the device returns the ACK following the Setup.

• Request Processing Timing

All devices are expected to handle requests in a timely manner. USB sets an upper limit of 5
seconds as the upper limit for any command to be processed.  If all devices in a USB system used the
maximum  allotted  time  for  request  processing  the  user  experience  would  suffer.  For  this  reason,
implementations should strive to complete requests in times that are as short as possible.

• Reset/Resume Recovery Time

After a port is reset or resumed, the USB System Software is expected to provide a “recovery”
interval of 10 ms before the device attached to the port is expected to respond to data transfers. The device
may ignore any data transfers during the recovery interval.

• Set Address Processing

After the reset/resume recovery interval, if a device receives a SetAddress() request, the device
must be able to complete processing of the request and be able to successfully complete the Status stage of
the request within 50 ms. In the case of the SetAddress() request, the Status stage successfully completes
when the devices sends the zero-length Status packet or when the device sees the ACK in response to the
Status stage data packet. 

After successful completion of the Status stage, the device is allowed a SetAddress() recovery
interval of 2 ms. At the end of this interval, the device must be able to accept Setup packets addressed to
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the new address. Also, at the end of the recovery interval the device must not respond to tokens sent to the
old address (unless, of course, the old and new address is the same.)

• Request Error

When a request is received by a device that is not defined for the device, is inappropriate for the
current setting of the device, or has values that are not compatible with the request, then a Request Error
exists.

The device deals with the Request Error by returning a STALL PID in response to the next Data
stage transaction or in the Status stage of the message. It is preferred that the STALL PID be returned at
the next Data stage transaction, as this avoids unnecessary bus activity.
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Chapter 8
UNIVERSAL  SERIAL  BUS  DRIVER

The USBD provides a collection of mechanisms that  operating system components,  typically
device drivers, use to access USB devices. The only access to a USB device is that provided by the USBD.
The USBD implementations are operating system-specific. The following discussion centers on the basic
capabilities required for all USBD implementations. A single instance of the USBD directs accesses to one
or more HCDs that in turn connect to one or more Host Controllers. If allowed, how USBD instancing is
managed is dependent upon the operating system environment. However, from the client’s point of view,
the USBD with which the client communicates manages all of the attached USB devices.

8.1USBD Overview

Clients of USBD direct commands to devices or move streams of data to or from pipes. The
USBD  presents  two  groups  of  software  mechanisms  to  clients:  command  mechanisms  and  pipe
mechanisms. 

Command mechanisms allow clients  to configure  and control  USBD operation as  well  as  to
configure and generically control a USB device. In particular, command mechanisms provide all access to
the device’s default pipe.

Pipe mechanisms allow a USBD client to manage device specific data and control transfers. Pipe
mechanisms do not allow a client to directly address the device’s default pipe.
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Universal Serial Bus Driver Structure

USBD Service Capabilities

The USBD provides services in the following categories:

Configuration via command mechanisms
Transfer services via both command and pipe mechanisms
Event notification
Status reporting and error recovery
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CHAPTER 9
A VERILOG APPLICATION

As an example, we have made a Verilog application that simulates the data flow between a
host and a device through a virtual USB bus. The application has two main modules, called DEVICE
and HOST. We simulate the communication between these two modules is made by sending packages
through virtual USB port. These packages are build internally by several tasks grouped in two
categories: tasks that build packages from data sequences(package assembling) and tasks that take the
package and extract the data sequences( package disassembling). When making those tasks we
followed the packages format presented in paragraph 6.4. For transmitting data between HOST and
DEVICE we implemented the protocol presented in paragraph 6.5. The figure below shows the
architecture of our application, and we can see the relations between the main modules and the tasks
used to simulate communication flow on USB port.
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